We give a necessary and sufficient condition that a singular square matrix A over an arbitrary field can be written as a product of two matrices with prescribed eigenvalues. Except when A is a 2x2 nonzero nilpotent, the condition is that the number of zeros among the eigenvalues of the factors is not less than the nullity of A . We use this result to prove results about products of hermitian and positive semidefinite matrices simplifying and strengthening some known results.
Introduction and statement of main result
In [5] the first author showed that if A is a nonscalar invertible n x n matrix over a field F and if ßx, ß2, ... , ßn , yx ,y2, ... , y" are elements of F , then A can be written as a product BC, where the eigenvalues of B and C are ßi, ... , ßn and y i, ... , y" , respectively, if and only if ßiyi ■ ■ ■ ß"y" = deXA . In this article we give a necessary and sufficient condition that a singular matrix can be written as a product of two matrices with prescribed eigenvalues.
We now fix some notation and terminology. The set of all nxn matrices over a field F is denoted by M"{F). The determinant of a matrix A is denoted by det A . The eigenvalue of a matrix A , denoted Eig A , are always repeated according to algebraic multiplicity, i.e., multiplicity as zeros of the characteristic polynomial. The nullity of A , i.e., the dimension of the null space, is denoted by null(yl). The transpose of matrix A is denoted by A1. Vectors in F(n) will be understood to be column vectors and are identified with n x 1 matrices.
We now state our main result. Theorem 1. Let A be an n x n singular matrix over afield F And let ßj and Y i (1 < J < n) be elements of F . If A is not a nonzero 2x2 nilpotent, then A can be factored as a product BC with FigB = {ß\,... , ß"} and EigC = {7\, ■■■ , 7n} if and only if the number of zeros m among ßi, yi, ... , ß", y" is not less than the nullity of A. If A is a nonzero 2x2 nilpotent then A can be factored as above if and only if 1 <<m < ,3.
We note that the two extremal cases of this result are known. It was observed by C. R. Johnson (private communication) that an adaptation of the proof in [5] establishes a factorization as above with m = null A. This is included in the version of the first author's factorization theorem [5] presented in the book [2] . The case m = 2n is also known [3, 6, 7] (see Theorem 2 below).
Preliminaries
Lemma I. If A is a square matrix that is not a scalar multiple of the identity and if A G F, then A is similar to a matrix whose (1,1) entry is X.
The easy proof is omitted (see also [5] ). We make use of the following result about products of nilpotent matrices. For matrices over the field of complex numbers, it was proved by Wu [7] ; for arbitrary fields, two independently obtained proofs are in [3, 6] .
Theorem 2 (The nilpotent factorization theorem). Let A be a singular square matrix over an arbitrary field. Then A is a product of two nilpotent matrices if and only if A is not a nonzero 2x2 nilpotent matrix.
Proof of Theorem 1. We employ the following notation. We denote the list {ßi, ... , ßn) by ß, the list {yx, ... ,yn) by y, and {ßx, ... , ßn,yx, ... , y") by ß U y . We say that ß = 0, if ßi = ß2 = • • • = ßn = 0. We also denote the reduced list {ß2, ... , ßn) by ß'.
Necessity. Assume that A -BC with EigF = ß and EigC = y. Let mx and m2 denote the number of zeros among {ßx, ... , ß"} and {yx, ... , y"), respectively. Then nnll{A) < null(F) + null(C) <mx+ m2 = m.
Furthermore, if A is a 2 x 2 nonzero nilpotent, we have m > 1 by the above and m / 4 by Lemma 4, so 1 < m < 3 .
Sufficiency. We proceed by induction on the size of the matrix A . The result is trivial for lxl matrices. Next assume that the conclusion of the theorem is true for all square matrices with size less than n, and let A be an nxn singular matrix and ßx, yx, ... , ß", yn be elements of F , exactly m of which are zero where m satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. We consider two cases according as m < n or n < m < 2n -1 ; the case m = In being already known (Theorem 2). Case 1. m < n. In this case, ß / 0 and y / 0, so with no loss of generality we assume that ßx / 0, yx ^ 0. The matrix A is nonzero since null(/l) < m < n; thus, by Lemma I, A is similar to the matrix Case 2. n < m < 2n -1. We may assume that ß ^ 0, since otherwise we may factor A1 as A1 = RS with EigF: = y , ExgS = ß, and then obtain A -SxRl. So we may take ßx / 0. Furthermore m > n , so at least one y¡ = 0 and we therefore take yx -0.
The matrix A is similar to the matrix Ax~{0 D
where y e F("_1) and D G 7Vf"_i(F). We notice that the number of zeros among ß' Uy' is m -1 > n -1 > null D. We consider two subcases. We use Theorem 1 and the main result in [5] to give short proofs of and slightly generalize results of Radjavi and Wu. The result of part (a) in the next theorem is due to Wu [8] . In [4] Radjavi proved that every complex square matrix with real determinant is a product of four hermitian matrices, so parts (b) and (c) of Theorem 3 below give a generalization. Theorem 3. Let A be a real or complex square matrix.
(a) If A is singular, then A is a product of four positive semidefinite matrices, three of which may be taken to be definite.
(b) If deX A is a nonzero real number and A is not a scalar multiple of I, then A is a product of four hermitian matrices, at least three of which may be taken to be positive definite.
(c) If A = XI and deXA is real, then A is a product of four hermitian matrices, none of which can be definite unless X2 is real.
Remark. If A is a real matrix, then A is a product of two real hermitian matrices; indeed every matrix over a field is a product of two symmetric matrices over the same field. This is a classical result of Frobenius. Therefore part (b) is of interest mainly for complex matrices.
Proof of Theorem 3. Each of the classes of hermitian, positive definite, and positive semidefinite matrices is invariant under congruence F h-> C*TC for invertible C . The equation T~XRXR2R3R4T = {T-XRXT*-X){T*R2T){T-XR3T*-X){T*R4T)
shows that the set of products described in the statement of Theorem 3 is invariant under similarity.
(a) First assume that A is singular. Using standard canonical forms, it is easy to see that A is similar to a direct sum of matrices, each of which has nullity one. Therefore, it suffices to prove the conclusion of the theorem when null(^4) = 1 . gives A as a product of three positive definite matrices and one positive semidefinite.
(b) If det F is a nonzero real and F is not a scalar multiple of /, we use the main theorem in [5] to write A as a product of matrices BC where B has n distinct positive eigenvalues and C has n distinct real eigenvalues, at most one of which is negative. As before F is a product of two positive definite matrices and C is a product of a positive definite and a hermitian matrix. Therefore A is a product of four hermitian matrices, at least three of which can be taken positive definite. We note that if det A > 0, the above proof gives A as a product of four positive definite matrices, a result of Ballantine (see [5] ).
(c) If A = XI, the proof is as given in [4] . Choose a basis {ex, ... , e"} of F(n). Let U be the shift given by Ue¡ = ej+x for 1 < j < n -1 and Ue" = ex . Therefore, A = U • XUX. If S is the hermitian symmetry given by Se¡ = e"+X-j and K the operator given by Ke¡ = XnJrX~'X'en+X-j, then US, S, XUXK~X, and K are hermitian and A = {US)S{XUXK~X)K is a product of four hermitian matrices. Furthermore, if XI is a product of four hermitian matrices, at least one of which is positive definite, then XPH = Hx H2 for hermitian HX,H2,H, and a positive definite F. Now HXH2 is similar to H2HX = {HXH2)*, so XPH is similar to its adjoint XHP, which in turn is similar to XPH. Therefore X2PH is similar to XXPH. But PH has real eigenvalues, since it is similar to the positive definite matrix PXI2HPXI2. Therefore, X2 is real. □ Remark 1. If A2 is real, then XI is either hermitian or is a product of three hermitian matrices. This follows from the equation (à ï)-(? Ä)(' ¿)(V ?)■ Remark 2. The position of the three positive definite matrices in parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3 is quite arbitrary. This follows from the fact that a product PH of a positive definite F and hermitian (respectively, positive semidefinite) H can be written as a product of two matrices of the same type but in reverse order as PH = {PHP*)P*~X .
